ABSTRACT Controlling or accessing remotely has become a prevalent form of operating numerous types of platforms and infrastructure. An exploding number of vehicles such as drones or cars, in particular, are being controlled wirelessly or connected through networks. This has brought unanimous concern that today's networked vehicle systems are vulnerable to attacks and the results could be fatal. Unfortunately, in contrast to active investigation on the security of the vehicles themselves, sensors, or communication channels, existing approaches for these real-time, safety-critical systems do not take controllers into enough consideration. In order to protect the controller that performs the arithmetic operations using sensor measurements and generates command signals, we adopt homomorphic cryptography for the controller. It removes risks associated with the management of the secret key inside the controller, by eliminating the need to encrypt and decrypt the data for the mathematical operation within the controller. Specifically, we propose an efficient linearly homomorphic authenticated encryption (LinHAE) scheme for the ground control center of a multi-rotor drone, in a manner that enables real-time operation for safe autonomous flight. To facilitate the linear scheme, we design the ground controller targeted to allow state update using additions and multiplications by a system-specific constant. The proposed LinHAE guarantees the security against eavesdropping and forgery attacks, unlike homomorphic encryption alone that does not provide means to check whether the received signal at the drone side is authentic or compromised. We introduce a LinHAE with security and computational tractability, and describe how it can fit into the standard architecture for drone systems and how the specific controller is implemented. Building on these ingredients, we report the first successful operation of a multi-rotor flying robot that autonomously flies under the ground controller with real-time homomorphic authenticated encryption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Connectivity is becoming a keyword in the era of internet of everything. For example, connected cars, equipped with wireless network, communicate with many devices both inside and outside the vehicle. This provides additional benefits to the user, but at the cost of significant risks. Researchers have demonstrated simple ways to compromise various types of cars through the network attack [1] - [3] . In fact, such concern is not only confined to cars but applies to the entire spectrum of cyber physical systems (CPS) [4] , [5] : any physical systems connected through the network are subject to potential risks.
Unlike areas such as network security or data protection where significant issues have been uncovered and followed by public recognition and research activities, discussions on security solutions for CPSs are still in infancy. Because of their complex nature consisting of multiple sensors, control units, and actuators, there could be many ways to compromise their security at different levels of hierarchy. The crucial fact is that, despite many works pointing out the vulnerability [6] - [12] , there are only limited number of works suggesting solutions [13] - [17] , and they are far from complete solutions.
What distinguishes this work from existing ones is that, we take the controller into systematic consideration. Unlike most previous works that investigated the fault tolerance of the platform itself or embedded sensors, or the vulnerability of the communication between the platform and controller, we research the secret key management issues at the controller. In this work, we apply homomorphic cryptography as a step toward making self-flying drones secure. Main reasons for choosing a drone as our target platform are as follows:
• Maliciously compromised drones incur devastating threats: despite the potentially catastrophic danger they carries, it is very difficult to detect small, out-of-control airborne objects and bring them down safely.
• Higher percentage of drones will be flying autonomously in near future: due to socio-economic motivations coupled with technological developments, their largescale deployment and utilization will mostly depend on autonomously controlled platforms, rather than remotely piloted.
• Flight control systems for drones are subject to strict real-time requirements: feedback of sensor information and computation of actuation commands should occur at very high frequency. Such restriction, due to the tradeoff between computational complexity and actual performance, necessitates further deliberation in selecting controllers.
In order to make the entire drone operation system secure, it is very important to protect the controller that has the secret key for the communication with the drone platform. On the other hand, homomorphic encryption (HE) [18] enables computation on encrypted data, thus one can update the state variables of the controller without maintaining the secret value in the controller. However, HE alone cannot provide a mechanism for the actuator to verify whether the received data is corrupted or not. In this paper, we adopt homomorphic authenticated encryption (HAE) [19] to solve this authentication issue of the promising homomorphic cryptography, and show the feasibility to adapt a linear HAE scheme to a drone as a representative example of cyber-physical systems. FIGURE 1. Cyber-attacks for physical dynamic systems, classified in [20] .
A. SECURITY OF CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
With ever-increasing connectivity, many platforms, devices, and humans are interacting as networked control systems, which are often referred to as cyber-physical systems (CPSs). CPSs are inherently exposed to the risk of malicious attacks [8] , [9] , [12] , as examples such as StuxNet worm on SCADA system [6] and false data injection on power grid [7] are reported.
CPSs include the physical systems in nature, and thus, security of CPSs is very different from the conventional computer security in the sense that dynamics of the physical systems are involved. In particular, many intrinsic vulnerabilities that reside in classical control systems have been recently discovered. (See [11] , [12] for details.) Fig. 1 classifies cyberattacks for physical dynamic systems which have been discovered in the literature. In the figure, each dot represents a particular attack method, and each axis is for the resources that the attacker requires. For example, the higher location in the model knowledge axis is, the more model knowledge is required for the corresponding attack method to be employed. Disclosure resource means the sensor information, and the disruption resource is the ability to change the input signal.
By eavesdropping attack [21] , the attacker obtains the realtime sensor information so that more information about the system can be disclosed. Replay attack [22] is an attack that records the sensor signal for a period and then replaces the real-time sensor signal with the recorded one, so that the controller is deceived by the recorded signal. Bias injection attack [20] means that some bias signal is appended to the control input, which results in degradation of control performance.
On the other hand, another fatal attacks are classified as 'stealthy' such as zero-dynamics attack [23] and covert attack [24] . They are stealthy because, by monitoring the sensor output, no one can tell whether the system is under attack or not while the system does not behave properly. In fact, the attack signal is designed using the exact knowledge of the system dynamics, so that the output of the system looks so normal while the internal states of the system are compromised. Such attacks require the exact model knowledge to the attackers. On the other hand, by utilizing robust control methods (on the attackers' side), a so-called robust zero-dynamics attack has been proposed recently in [10] .
Contrary to the discovery of many attack techniques, methods for protecting control systems from such attacks are only beginning to receive attention. For example, by changing the system itself in a pre-scheduled manner, it was reported, while primitive, that the stealthy and replay attacks may be prevented [13] , [14] . It should be noted that these efforts for protecting control systems are customized to individual attack scenarios. This means that, whenever a new attack is discovered, another effort should be made to develop protection against it.
Motivated by this, an idea of enhancing security of control systems has been developed, which is to employ an encryption for communication channels [15] - [17] . In these approaches, the controller should keep the secret key of encryption in order to decode the received sensor data, and after manipulating the data, it encrypts the data again using the secret key to send back to the actuator of the plant (See Fig. 2a.) .
B. USING HOMOMORPHIC CRYPTOGRAPHY
Keeping the key in the controller still leaves the whole system in danger, because the controller itself can be a target. As an improved alternative, several homomorphic cryptography methods have been suggested recently.
After Gentry's first construction [18] , HE schemes have been used to remove the risks associated with the key management. Homomorphic signature is an another homomorphic primitive that supports operations between signatures [26] . In homomorphic MAC [27] , [28] , the secret key is an input of the verification algorithm. Those primitives support homomorphic evaluation of encrypted data or signed messages.
An idea of using HE (Fig. 2b) for CPSs has been proposed in [25] and [29] - [31] . In particular, a recent work [25] adapts a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) to a CPS and avoid the bottleneck of bootstrapping by introducing multiple controllers without communication among them. Even though this HE-based CPS model successfully prevents the adversary from eavesdropping the control signals, it is still vulnerable to forgery attacks that modify the encrypted control signals without actually knowing their decrypted values.
HAE, first suggested in [19] , is a cryptosystem with the functionality of confidentiality and authenticity. It allows to perform verifiable outsourced computation without leakage of data. In spite of its attractive functionality, HAE has not been used in real-world applications because of its inefficiency. For the security parameter λ, Joo and Yun's HAE scheme over the integers [19] is based on the errorfree AGCD (approximate greatest common divisor) problem which requires a huge bit size O(λ 5 ) of ciphertexts. Gennaro and Wichs [28] suggested a generic conversion of HE into HAE, but its reduction cost of ciphertext size and complexity is too severe for practical usage.
C. TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTION
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• This paper provides a framework for a secure controller, which is an essential component of cyberphysical systems. Dangers associated with sensor/actuator or network/OS systems, which have received much consideration, can be somewhat reduced by redundancy or certification. However, the achievement of controller security is a quite different and expensive issue because a systematic approach cannot be an effective solution against social threats such as malicious intent of operators themselves and kidnapping, and the scalability is poor when multiple drones are connected through the network. We suggest a use of homomorphic cryptography for securing networked control systems. To obtain efficiency necessary for real-time applications, we design the ground controller specifically to allow state update using additions and multiplications by a system-specific constant.
• We construct a very practical linearly homomorphic authenticated encryption (LinHAE) suitable for implementing linear controllers. We prove that this scheme is perfectly secure and unforgeable under chosen plaintext attack (UF-CPA) in the random oracle model. For the security parameter λ, a ciphertext encrypting µ-bit plaintext is a vector of small bit-size (λ + µ). Consequently, encryption/decryption and evaluation can be done in linear time of λ and takes less than 1 microsecond each in our experiment for controlling drones.
• We present an appropriate configuration for experimental validation of controllers based on LinHAE. Based on the analysis of the attack vulnerable points of existing autonomous drones, encryption parameters are VOLUME 6, 2018 determined for the capability of real-time operation. The controller is programmed in consideration of enlargedscale complicated operations of encrypted data.
• We demonstrate actual hardware implementation of LinHAE-based control. The ground controller successfully computes the command that is sent to the multirotor drone in real-time and enables secure autonomous flight. The results from flight experiments are reported, including comparison between with and without LinHAE.
• We highlight practical issues in that the safety of CPS involves interplay between dynamics and controller, and discuss possible obstacles for further applications of the proposed approach. It is intended to raise interests in securing controllers as a step toward secure CPS.
D. STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
In Section II, we describe physical components constituting self-flying drones and associated security issues. Section III explains how the autonomous systems with sensor feedback and computer control are developed. Section IV presents the details of linearly homomorphic authenticated encryption. Section V describes how the previous section can be combined to make networked drone system secure. Section VI reports experimental scenarios and illustrative results, including comparative flight data with and without encryption. Finally, importance of our work is summarized in Section VII.
II. SECURITY OF DRONE SYSTEMS
This section briefly describes how autonomous multi-rotor drones are constructed, and discusses security issues.
A. STRUCTURE OF MULTI-ROTOR DRONES 1) REMOTELY-CONTROLLED MULTI-ROTORS
Remotely-controlled drones (Fig. 3) are typically flown by the wireless signal sent from a radio-control (RC) transmitter. The human pilot commands the drone using two joysticks on the transmitter: one to control the pitch and roll of the aircraft, and the other to control throttle and yaw. Instead of such a standard RC transmitter, drones these days can also be operated by gamepad-like controllers or smart phones. An onboard receiver with a corresponding frequency receives the signal from the transmitter and sends it to the main controller. The main controller automatically adjusts the motors simultaneously to keep the drone level or to move it according to the operator's command.
Electronic speed controllers (ESC), i.e., motor controller, converts the main control signals into actual speeds for the motor. It is an important component, as most small multirotors, i.e. the most commercially successful personal drones, depend entirely on the variable speed of the motors rotating the propellers for maneuver. There are same number of motors as rotors -four motors for a quadcopter, six for a hexacopter and so on. In addition resilience coming from redundancy of multiple rotors [32] , simple structure simplifies both manufacturing and maintenance. The fact that there is no need to vary tilting angle of the blades removes the need of complex rotor hubs unlike helicopters. These can be considered main reasons behind the multi-rotor boom, enabled by innovations such as ESC and controllers.
Some remotely-controlled multi-rotors are also equipped with onboard sensors that help stabilization and thus make it easier and safer to fly them. Those sensors will be explained in the next subsection for autonomous multi-rotors.
2) AUTONOMOUS MULTI-ROTORS
For a drone to fly autonomously without a human operator providing control commands, onboard sensors are required in order to measure where it is and how it is moving.
An inertial measurement unit (IMU) provides acceleration using one or more accelerometers, and detects changes in rotational attitudes (i.e. pitch, roll, and yaw angles) using one or more gyroscopes. Some also include a magnetometer for calibration against orientation drift.
In principle, by integrating the acceleration the current velocity can be computed. It can be integrated again to calculate the current position, but such integration causes accumulation of error due to noisy or biased measurement. Thus, often a GPS receiver is used to provide position data, and altimeter to measure the altitude.
An onboard controller compares the current state variables (usually position, angles, and their rates) with their desired values, and a control algorithm is executed to minimize their difference. The control using the measured or estimated state information is called feedback control, which will be explained in Section III.
Since multi-rotor drones are controlled by changing motor rotational speeds, and their ESC usually runs at a faster rate (up to several hundreds or even kilo hertz) than most other applications, the computer on which the controller is implemented should support fast computation.
Although there are several open-source based flight control suites such as OpenPilot, MultiWii, ArduPilot, researchers often build custom-integrated sensor and control systems in order to facilitate technical developments [32] - [34] . We also use an in-house drone in this work (See Sec. VI-B). In most autonomous drones, the onboard controller is used to stabilize the vehicle and achieve the wanted attitude, and a ground controller is used to control the flight path of the drone.
B. SECURITY ISSUES
To construct trust-worthy drone systems, physical and logical resources should be protected from malicious attacks by a secure drone platform and reliable communication channels. For securing drone platforms, various attacks and countermeasures have been traversed such as sensor input spoofing attacks, channel hijacking, signal jamming, and adversarial machine learning which deceives the classifier with false data [35] - [39] . Reliable channels among drones and controllers have been researched to overcome their low power and maintenance issues [40] .
Risks due to disabled or deceived sensors can be reduced by several methods, such as making them redundant or fusing multiple sensors that are based on different principles and modalities. For example, GPS receiver is considered as one of the biggest weaknesses of drones, which relies on the unencrypted civilian GPS. But if vision-based navigation technology [41] - [43] is available, the dependence on GPS can be weakened, and GPS jamming or spoofing may be detected right away. Also, vision or other intelligent sensing technology can detect a suspected source and avoid failure of the sensors that are sensitive to specific modality such as sound [39] . Also, channel attacks can be addressed by certification or activation of default flight maneuvers.
Once a drone platform and channels are secure, its controller can become an intensive target of enemies. If the controller is governed by evil forces, the total system can become a moving, uncontrollable threat. Our aim is to remove this risk and construct safe controllers by using homomorphic encryption scheme as a cryptographic primitive.
C. ADVERSARIAL MODEL
As depicted in Fig. 4 , in this paper, the following attack model is considered for the outer-loop controller (i.e. ground controller) of the drone system.
• Eavesdropping the control signals: The adversary invades the communication network of the ground controller or the control device itself in order to eavesdrop the control signals, e.g. sensor measurements, information about the state of drone, control input signals, or the memory variables inside the controller. Those can reveal the confidential information of drone operation and put a mission in danger.
• Compromising the ground controller: The adversary elaborately generates an attack algorithm for the ground controller. With information of disclosure resources and overall model of the drone system, the attacker forges the control variables in the outer loop. By doing so, the system may be disrupted or manipulated.
III. FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS
This section explains how a mathematical model of a dynamic system is constructed and illustrates how a feedback controller is designed for the readers not familiar with control systems.
A. FROM DYNAMICS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Most small multi-rotor platforms are controlled by changing rotational speeds of each motor attached to each rotor blade. Fig. 5 illustrates the principle of a quadrotor that has two rotors rotating clockwise and the other two rotating counterclockwise. Its vertical motion (altitude) is determined by the total thrust force of all four blades (roughly proportional to the square of rotational speed). Forward motion is achieved by rotating the rear propellers faster than the forward ones. Sideways motion (roll or pitch) is achieved by running the left or right propellers faster. Yaw motion (turning left or right) is again achieved by slowing or speeding individual motors. Multi-rotors with different number of rotors fly under the same principle, except the exact relationship between each motor speed and resulting motion. In order to compute the commands for the motor to generate the desired motion such as hover or path following, a mathematical model of the multi-rotor dynamics is necessary. Instead of describing the full-scale mathematical model of the drone used in this paper, we illustrate how a mathematical model is described as an ordinary differential equation (ODE) and used for feedback control design, for the sake of simplicity.
For example, suppose that h(t) represents the altitude of a drone at time t. Then, when the coupling with attitude dynamics is neglected for simple discussion, Newton's law gives
where g is the acceleration of gravity and u(t) is the upward force engaged by the propeller of the motor at time t. Once a mathematical model of the drone becomes available, one can compute the force u(t), which is called 'input' to the control system, for a particular control task. Suppose that the control task is to elevate the drone from its initial altitude h(0), to a desired altitude at time t = T , say h(T ) = r f . There are many ways to compute the input u(t). For example, if a piecewise constant force u is of interest, then one can integrate the ODE model (1) as
from which, one can derive the input
However, this type of control input is hardly used in practice because, if the values of m or g are not exact in reality, there will be model-mismatch error that causes drift of the drone's altitude. In fact, this problem is easily solved by introducing a feedback control. That is, by installing a sensor that measures the altitude, the altitude information y is obtained as
Then a feedback controller can be constructed like
where the constants k p , k i , and k d are design parameters. This is a feedback controller that computes the control input u based on the sensor measurement y. In particular, the particular feedback controller (3) is called a 'PID' controller which stands for Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller. As the name implies, one needs computation such as differentiation of y(t) and integration of y(t)−r f as well as scalar multiplications. The performance of the feedback control can be easily analyzed when we take differentiation of (1) with (3). Indeed, we have
and it is clear that if the design parameters are selected such that all the roots of the polynomial
have negative real parts, then the altitude of the drone h(t) converges to r f as time tends to infinity (which can be proved by, e.g. the final value theorem). In this case, we say the closed-loop control system is 'stable,' which is the most important property of control systems. Since the roots of (4) change continuously with respect to the change of m, all the roots of (4) can be made to have negative real parts in spite of small uncertain variation in m. This is so-called 'total stability' [44] that most stable dynamical systems have, which means that stability is intrinsically robust to small variation/uncertainty of the system, and the utility of feedback control basically relies on this property. Thanks to total stability, it is sometimes acceptable to use a simplified model of the actual physical system, leaving the role of compensating the model mismatch to the power of feedback. Finally, it is emphasized that two ODEs appear in feedback control systems. One is from the physical system model (1) and (2), which has the input u(t) and the output y(t). The other one is from the feedback dynamic controller (3), which is written as an integral equation, but is in fact an ODE by taking differentiation:
t) in which, the input to the controller is considered as y(t), and the output from the controller is u(t).

B. DISCRETE FEEDBACK CONTROL
A dynamic feedback controller is a key component in most control systems, as seen from the previous subsection. Since digital circuits and computers process data in discrete-time, the continuous-time physical signal y(t) is discretized at the measurement sensor as
at every sampling time t = kT s , where T s is the sampling period and k is an integer. In practice, the device that performs this task is called a 'sampler' or 'A/D converter'. 1 Moreover, the feedback control equation (3), expressed as a continuoustime differential equation, should also be discretized. For example, (3) can be approximated by
/dt under the assumption that T s is sufficiently small, and x i represents the integral term that can be computed by
Putting together, one can rewrite the discrete-time controller by
Toward a Secure Drone System in which, the variable x s is introduced in order to store onestep past value of y. Note that this controller is a particular case of the general controller format given by
where r is a reference input to the controller. This general form will be used for applying homomorphic encryption later. In order to control the physical system, the discrete-time control signal u[k] needs to be converted into the continuoustime signal again. This is usually done by a so-called zeroorder holder (in practice, by a 'D/A converter') whose role is to construct the continuous-time signal
This is how the continuous-time feedback control (3) is implemented by digital computers. Since this implementation is an approximation, some error or performance degradation is inevitable. However, thanks to the stability of the closedloop system, the effect of this error becomes negligible when the sampling period T s is sufficiently small.
IV. LINEARLY HOMOMORPHIC AUTHENTICATED ENCRYPTION
Homomorphic cryptography allows to access encrypted data without a secret key. For example, HAE supports arithmetic operations between ciphertext without guaranteeing validity of data, while homomorphic signature allows a third party to compute a valid signature of the output of function with input messages and corresponding signatures. On the other hand, HAE is a cryptosystem with homomorphic property of signatures and messages while maintaining the privacy of data.
In spite of the attractive functionality, HAE has not been implemented in practice due to its inefficiency. In this paper, we construct a LinHAE which supports the linear operation between ciphertexts, with fast enough encryption, evaluation, and verification procedures for real-time control of physical systems.
A. BACKGROUND
We follow the notations and definitions of [19] with some modifications to describe the concept of LinHAE. Let M be a message space. In a HAE scheme, every message m i is encrypted using its corresponding label τ i ∈ {0, 1} * which has arbitrary bit length. A labeled program P = (f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ) is defined as a tuple of admissible function f : M → M and labels τ 1 , . . . , τ . The labeled problem contains information about the input of function f . Therefore, the labeled problem means that encryptions of m i ∈ M which correspond to each label τ i are used to evaluate encryption of f (m 1 , . . . , m ). In particular, the identity labeled program is defined as a pair I τ = (id M , τ ) of the identity function on M and a label τ .
A HAE scheme consists of four algorithms (KeyGen, Enc, Eval, Dec). The key generation algorithm KeyGen takes a security parameter as an input and outputs a secret key with a parameter set. The encryption algorithm Enc takes a secret key sk, a message m ∈ M and a label τ , and returns a ciphertext c. For a given function f : M → M and ciphertexts c 1 , . . . , c which are encryption of m i ∈ M respectively, the evaluation algorithm Eval returns a ciphertext which is encrypted of f (m 1 , . . . , m ) . Finally, the decryption algorithm Dec takes secret key sk and a pair of labeled programs P = (f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ) , c 1 , . . . , c ). That is, the evaluation of f with the input encryptions of m i corresponding to labels τ i should be decrypted correctly to f (m 1 , . . . , m ).
The security of HAE should be considered in two ways: privacy and authenticity of the encrypted message. The privacy of HAE is defined similarly to standard encryption schemes so that an adversary cannot gain any information about encrypted messages from ciphertexts. The other condition of authenticity is unforgeability. An adversary without the secret key should not be able to generate a valid ciphertext which is not obtained from the evaluation of existing valid ciphertexts.
B. SCHEME DESCRIPTION Our LinHAE scheme only supports the evaluation of linear circuits. For convenience, we will identify a linear circuit f (x 1 , . . . , x ) = i=1 f i x i with the vector of its coefficients and simply write f = (f 1 , . . . , f ).
• KeyGen(λ): For a security parameter λ, let q be a prime and N be a positive integer achieving the security and correctness of the scheme described later. Generate a key K ∈ {0, 1} λ for pseudo-random function
{0, 1} * → Z N q and a nonzero vector s ∈ Z N q . Output the secret key sk = (K , s).
• Enc(m, τ, sk): For a message m ∈ Z q and a label τ ∈ {0, 1} * , output the ciphertext c = m· s+ v (mod q) where v = F K (τ ).
•
• Dec((f , τ 1 , · · · , τ ), c, sk): For a linear circuit f = (f 1 , . . . , f ) and a ciphertext c, The encryption algorithm of our scheme can be viewed as the one-time-pad encryption of encoded message m · s with ephemeral key v = F K (τ ). The ephemeral key corresponding to f (m 1 , . . . , m ) can be obtained from the ephemeral keys F K (τ i ) of input messages by computing their linear combination f (F K (τ 1 ) , . . . , F K (τ )). The decryption algorithm checks whether the ciphertext c is the correct evaluation of f with input ciphertexts corresponding to labels τ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ .
C. SECURITY
In this section, we prove the security of our linearly homomorphic authenticated scheme in the random oracle model. In other words, it will be assumed that the pseudo-random function F K (·) : {0, 1} * → Z N q behaves as a random function to those who do not have information of the key K ∈ {0, 1} λ .
1) CONFIDENTIALITY
We prove the confidentiality of our scheme in the Theorem 1. An encryption scheme (Enc, Dec) is called perfectly secure
for all probability distribution M over M, message m ∈ M and ciphertext c ∈ C for which Pr[C = c] > 0. A ciphertext of a perfectly secure encryption scheme does not leak any information since it is theoretically independent from the input message.
Theorem 1: The scheme LinHAE is perfectly secure in the random oracle model.
Proof: The fresh ciphertext of m ∈ Z q with label τ ∈ {0, 1} * is generated by summing the randomly looking vector v = F K (τ ) with the encoded message m · s. Hence the resulting vector can be viewed as the one-time-pad encryption of m · s with secret v. By replacing the pseudo-random function F K (·) by a random oracle into Z N q , it can be assumed that the vector v conditioned corresponding to the label τ is computationally indistinguishable from the uniform over Z N q . The probability Pr[C = c] can be computed as follows:
The vector v is generated from random oracle into Z N q , so Pr[ v = c − m · s] = q −N . We can prove that the scheme LinHAE is perfectly secure from the equation above.
2) AUTHENTICITY
We now consider the authenticity of the suggested LinHAE scheme. We prove the unforgeability of our scheme under chosen plaintext attack (UF-CPA). An adversary of a forgery game attempts to generate a challenge pair (P, c) of a labeled program P = (f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ) and a ciphertext c which is not rejected in the decryption procedure and not trivially obtained by linear combination of existing ciphertexts. More precisely, let S = {(τ i , m i , c i )} be the encryption history maintained in the security game. A challenge (P = (f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ), c) is called a forgery of HAE scheme if the following holds:
i) It is valid, that is, Dec((f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ), c, sk) =⊥ and, ii) one of the followings holds:
• Type 1: (τ i , ·, ·) / ∈ S for some 1 ≤ i ≤ , or, • Type 2: there exist a set of elements (τ i , m i , c i ) which are in S for all 1 ≤ i ≤ but
In the case of a Type 1 forgery, the labeled program contains an unqueried label τ , while the decrypted value of a Type 2 forgery is different from the evaluation of the labeled program P with respect to the encryption history S. The authenticity game UF-CPA A (λ auth ) between a challenger and an adversary A is defined as follows.
• Initialization: The challenger generates sk ← KeyGen(λ) and S is initialized as the empty set.
• Queries: A may make encryption queries adaptively. For each encryption query (τ, m) of A, if (τ, ·, ·) / ∈ S, then the query is replied with the answer c ← Enc(m, τ, sk), and S is updated with S ← S ∪ {(τ, m, c)}. Otherwise, the query is rejected.
• Finalization: A generates a challenge P = ((f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ), c).
The challenger returns 1 if it is a forgery with respect to the encryption history S. Otherwise, 0 is returned. Based on this game we define the unforgeability under a chosen plaintext attack (UF-CPA) of a LinHAE scheme.
Definition: The advantage of an adversary A in the above game is defined as
We say that a LinHAE is UF-CPA secure if the advantage Adv UF−CPA A is negligible for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A.
Theorem 2: For any PPT adversary A, its advantage in the authenticity game UF − CPA A (λ auth ) of the proposed LinHAE scheme is bounded by q 1−N in the random oracle model.
Proof: We use a series of hybrid games by modifying the UF-CPA game.
Game 0 : This is the ordinary UF − CPA A (1 λ auth ) of our LinHAE scheme.
Game 1 : We define Game 1 from Game 0 by replacing the psuedo-random function F K with truly random function F into Z N q . This game is indistinguishable from Game 0 in the random oracle model.
The winning condition is modified from Game 1 so that the finalization phase returns 1 only if the attempt is a Type 2 forgery. Let the pair ((f , τ 1 , . . . , τ ), c) of a labeled program and a ciphertext be a Type 1 forgery for a linear circuit f = (f 1 , . . . , f ) and a ciphertext c ∈ Z N q . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the label τ 1 has not been used in the encryption query and f 1 = 0. For valid decryption, c − r should belong to the one-dimensional subspace of Z N q generated by s for r = f 1 
is not in encryption history, this value is totally random to the adversary A. Hence, the success probability of Type 1 forgery is bounded by q 1−N .
Game 3 : We again modify the finalization phase of Game 4 : We again modify Game 3 so that, when answering encryption queries (τ, m) with (τ, ·, ·) / ∈ S, the challenger returns a random element of Z N q instead of Enc(m, τ, sk). Since F(τ ) is not queried yet, the ciphertext Enc(m, τ, sk) = m · s + F(τ ) is totally random on Z N q and the advantage of adversary does not change. Now we show that for an arbitrary adversary, its advantage in Game 4 is bounded by q 1−N . Since the secret vector s is never used during Game 4 , the attempt of adversary is independent of s. Therefore, the success probability of Game 4 is bounded by the probability that the vector c − c * is a nonzero multiple of a nonzero random vector s ∈ Z N q , which is (q − 1)/(q N − 1) < q 1−N . Combining the advantage result of hybrid games, we deduce that both the success probabilities of type 1 and type 2 forgeries are bounded by q 1−N . Therefore, the advantage Adv UF−CPA A is also bounded by q 1−N for any PPT adversary A.
According to the theorem above, it is required to set the parameter with negligible 2q 1−N to achieve the unforgeability of our scheme. Therefore, the bit size of the ciphertext is about N log q = log q + (N − 1) log q ≥ log q + λ auth .
V. HOMOMORPHICALLY ENCRYPTED CONTROLLER FOR DRONES
Several recent researches showed that the encrypted data management is helpful for construction of reliable CPSs [25] , [29] - [31] . However, several issues remain for real-time applications due to inefficiency of HE. We provide details on the control algorithms and their homomorphic computation, and real-time implementation on multi-rotor hardware.
A. CONTROL TASK
Our LinHAE scheme with parameters in section IV-B is applied to an experiment on path tracking control of an autonomous drone. As depicted in Fig. 6 , the control system of our autonomous drone consists of two feedback loops. Attitude control of drone is handled by the inner loop, i.e., on-board microcontroller, which makes the drone sustain its pitch and roll, for example. In this experiment, the outer loop at the ground control computer manages the path tracking, i.e., tracking of input specified by the user, for which the LinHAE scheme is employed. Suppose that the 2-dimensional measurement vector (y 1 (t), y 2 (t)) of the drone is measured by a localization sensor and the (r 1 (t), r 2 (t)) is another 2-dimensional vector representing the reference waypoint (or destination) given by the user at the ground control center. Then, from their difference, the ground controller computes the control input (u 1 (t), u 2 (t)) at each time-step t, which is sent as the input command to the drone (Fig. 6) .
Under the proportional-integral (PI) controller, the input command (u 1 (t), u 2 (t)) is computed by the following law:
where the proportional and integral gains k p and k i are set to 0.8 and 0.01, respectively, and this reference command is sent to the drone actuator.
To apply the LinHAE scheme, Eq. (6) is discretized at the sample time-step T s = 0.1 sec and realized with the controller state (x 1 ,x 2 ) as
where
B. ATTACK ON THE PREVIOUS WORKS
Before detailing the cryptographic tasks in this work, we discuss the possibility of applying the existing methods for secure CPS to drone systems. By using some homomorphic VOLUME 6, 2018 encryption schemes, signal or model information can be protected. However, if attackers can change signal or model with evil intention, they can make the drone fly to strange destination or fall down. All the previous methods on secure CPS suffer from this forgery issue because of the homomorphic property. Then, the following describes how to counterfeit in homomorphic encryption schemes used in existing works.
• Paillier [45] : For a given ciphertext c = g m · r n (mod n 2 ), attacker can change the message m to m + k as the follows:
n (mod n 2 ).
• ElGamal [46] : For a given ciphertext c = (c 1 , c 2 ) = (g y , m · h y ), attacker can change the message m to km as the follows:
• LWE: For a given ciphertext c = (b = a, s +pe+m, a) (mod q), attacker can change the message m to m+k and m to km as follows:
We notice that just combining homomorphic encryption and authentication is not a solution, because normal authenticated schemes do not support operations between plaintext. This means that it is impossible to make signature of f (m 1 , · · · , m k ) from signature of m 1 , · · · , m k . This is the reason for using our LinHAE scheme to protect our drone system from various attacks.
C. CRYPTOGRAPHIC TASKS: SECURE DRONE SYSTEM USING LinHAE
Now we describe a secure drone system using LinHAE with both confidentiality and authenticity. In this section, the bar notation means encryption of if inside. Because of the attacks as above, both confidentiality and authenticity are important. In LinHAE, the function f is one of the input in the decryption algorithm, which means drone (or actuator) should know the entire function and the matrix B, C, and D. To solve this remaining problem, we should make the drone and controller independent. For this, we propose some techniques for an implementation of LinHAE.
1) RECURSIVE TECHNIQUE FOR APPLICATIONS TO DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
In the LinHAE scheme of the previous section, a ciphertext c = v + m · s consists of the nonce part v and message part m · s. When we homomorphically evaluate a linear function, the ciphertext becomes c = f i v i + ( f i m i ) · s as in the Eval algorithm. We can notice that the nonce part and message part are separated when we run the Eval algorithm. The nonce part of a fresh ciphertext is generated by the pseudo random function F K (·) with the secret key K for label τ which is corresponding to the fresh ciphertext (the pseudo random function will be replace to keyed hash function in implementation). Therefore, we can predict the nonce part if we know the coefficients f i , K , and labels for all input ciphertext (= {τ i } 1≤i≤ ). In case of drone control, the function is designed to consist of matrix multiplication and addition, so we can control the nonce part of u which is encryption of signal u.
In implementation, we will use the identity of drone and iteration number (or counter) as a label which is public information. The signal which needs to be encrypted is two dimensional vector, so we use two kinds of identity (id 1 , id 2 ) for each dimension. As a result, the label for i-th dimension and j-th iteration is τ i j = [id .
)
for The following describes the proposition of a secure drone system for both when an external owner (operator) exists and when the drone follows a pre-fixed path.
2) SECURE DRONE SYSTEM WITH AN EXTERNAL OPERATOR
This scenario is for the situation when an owner wants to control drone in real time. The actuator checks whether c − G K (τ j i ) is a multiple of the secret vector u or not for the ith encrypted input signal's j-th coordinate input. An external owner knows matrix B, C, D, parameters, F K (·), G K (·) and K , so the owner can make the random vector in the j-th output's j-th coordinate of controller to be G K (τ j i ). The point is that the random vector in ciphertext is not related with plaintext which means that the external user can control the nonce part.
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The followings are encryption, decryption and homomorphic evaluation algorithms for each node in the figure above.
• Sensor.Enc(y 1 (k), y 2 (k), (id 1 , id 2 , k), s): For two labels
For a given set of matrices B, C, D as parameters, compute and update as the following:
and return (u 1 (k), u 2 (k)).
• Actuator.Dec(
= m i · s for some m i ∈ Z q and i = 1, 2; ⊥ otherwise.
3) SECURE DRONE TRACKING A PRE-FIXED PATH
In case of autonomous flight with a pre-fixed path, we can pre-compute encryptions of path information such that G K (τ 1 k ) and G K (τ 2 k ) are the nonce parts of the k-th controller output.
The followings are encryption, decryption and homomorphic evaluation algorithms for the system above.
• Path.Enc(((r 1 (i), r 2 (i)) 1≤i≤max , id 1 , id 2 , s, K ): (Precompute phase) Compute random vector v j i recursively for 1 ≤ i ≤ MAX, j = 1, 2 using the above technique and output the arrays of ciphertexts r 1 
Let the bar notation mean the encryption of the quantity. For given matrices B, C, D as parameters, compute and update as the following:
D. ATTACK SCENARIOS
The attack scenarios that we consider are as belows. . By doing so, the attacker may notice, for instance, the place where the drone is or what commands are being given to the drone. These data may be pivotally utilized for the attack design of an adversary. 2. Network attack: An adversary injects some signal in the network, trying to change the signal y and u. When an external owner signal exists, the adversary can also inject some signal to this owner signal. This kind of attack can make the drone fall down or fly to a wrong location. 3. Controller attack: An adversary injects some signal to the controller parameters or tries to pollute the state data x in the controller. The adversary also can replace the path information r with r (by adding r − r to the path information). This kind of attack can make the drone fall down or hijack the drone. 4. Attack on encrypted data: When encrypted, an adversary has no information about the signal and path, so we assume that this attack injects some random signal to make drone fall down or go somewhere wrong. This scenario can be seen as follows: x+ = random signal, y+ = random signal r+ = random signal, u+ = random signal.
Our linearly homomorphic authenticated encryption scheme can detect all kinds of attacks described above. By hiding signal and data in the controller using encryption, it is trivial that we can defend against attack scenarios from 1 to 3. In our setting, the drone runs the decryption algorithm and detects whether the input signal is compromised or not (against attack scenarios 4). In the experiment reported in the next section, we consider the attack scenarios of injecting random signal to the encrypted path information r and we can see that the decryption algorithm detects the attack scenario. VOLUME 6, 2018
VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, an illustrative scenario for validating the security enhancement of encrypted controller is described and the corresponding experimental results are presented.
A. PARAMETERS FOR LinHAE SCHEME
• dimension N = 2, modulus q = 2 32
• Prob to find secret key: 2 −64 (brute force attack)
• Prob to make forgery: 2 −32
• Pseudo-random function: SHA-3 hash function • Quantization factor: x · 4096 for a given real number 0 < x < 1.
About forgery, the actuator can detect it and will make the drone return home or to a safe place. When it returns, we will reset all secret keys and cryptographic settings. Here, we set the probability to 2 −32 and we also can make it much lower by increasing the size of modulus q.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We customized a drone platform to implement the controller designed using the proposed HAE scheme. The drone is constructed based on an off-the-shelf hexarotor frame, F550 (DJI), of 0.6 meter in diameter. For its control system, an ARM Cortex based bare-board computer (Odroid XU4, Hardkernel) is equipped onboard. In addition, to operate and monitor the status of the drone, a ground control center is developed on a laptop with an Intel core i7-4710HQ.
As mentioned in Section V-A, the drone is controlled with two separate feedback loops. First, for path tracking, the outer-loop controller is designed in the ground control center. To measure the position of the drone, an indoor GPS (Vicon) is used. After computing the encrypted reference inputsx r (k) andȳ r (k), the inputs are transmitted to the drone using a gigabit router (AC1900, ASUS) at 66.6Hz. Second, to control the attitude of the drone, the inner-loop controller is implemented in the onboard computer. To estimate the attitude and angular rate of the drone, an attitude heading reference system (3DM-GX3, Microstrain) with the rate of 250Hz is installed onboard. After the wanted rotational speeds of six motors of the hexarotor are computed using the innerloop controller, they are converted to PWM signals and then transmitted to the six motors through ESCs (E310, DJI) up to 200Hz.
C. AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT SCENARIOS
Suppose that the destination and series of desired waypoints (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)) are planned for the drone as in Fig. 7 . The ground controller computes the control command as described in Sec. V-A so that the drone follows the trajectory. In hacking scenarios, an adversary tries the attack of path manipulation.
As depicted in Fig. 8 , an attack sequence (a 1 (k), a 2 (k)) is injected into the ground control center of the drone, so it will follow a totally new trajectory. Moreover, if the disclosure resources are revealed, that is, if the hacker utilizes information of (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)), the compromised waypoints (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)) will be arbitrarily assigned with the attack vector injected as (a 1 (k), a 2 (k)) = (r 1 (k) − r 1 (k), r 2 (k) − r 2 (k)). This means that the drone can be totally under control of the adversary and forced to fly to the location wanted by the adversary. The solution is to encrypt all information so that the hacker fails to obtain disclosure resources, but the potential weakness remains if the vector (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)) is entered as a plaintext for arithmetic computation.
Hence, we aim to conceal the information of (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)) by employing LinHAE that enables arithmetic operation between ciphertexts, so that the controller operates with encrypted variables only. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the homomorphic control, the path tracking experiment for autonomous drone is performed in the following four cases:
i) The ground control center operates without HE, and there is no attack. ii) The ground control center operates without HE, and the adversary injects an elaborately designed attack signal utilizing the information of (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)). iii) LinHAE is employed in the outer control loop, and there is no attack. iv) LinHAE is employed in the outer control loop. The adversary injects an random signal to the encryption of (r 1 (k), r 2 (k)).
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results of the four cases are presented in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9a shows Case i, where the autonomous drone in a normal condition tracks the sequence of desired waypoints. Case ii is illustrated in Fig. 9b , which demonstrates that any information in an unencrypted controller can be compromised by anonymous adversaries. The destination of drone was arbitrarily replaced at an attacker's will because the information of original path was revealed.
With the encrypted controller, the trajectory in Fig. 9c confirms that the real-time flight performance was successfully achieved (Case iii). The drone followed exactly the same waypoints as Case i until the endpoint of the trajectory. Finally, Fig. 9d demonstrates the effectiveness of the LinHAE-based encrypted controller when attacked. Unlike Case ii, it is not possible for an attacker to dictate the path of the drone due to encryption. Furthermore, the drone can verify the authenticity of the incoming command against the possibility of forgeryif the decryption algorithm outputs ⊥, the drone regards the signal as a kind of attack. The drone has been designed to fly back to the starting base location upon the detection of attack by the decryption algorithm.
The average sum of encryption and evaluation time was about 96.72 µs per one control input at the ground control computer and the average decryption time was measured as 425.64 µs at the onboard computer. Thus the real-time performance of LinHAE-based encrypted controller is validated.
VII. CONCLUSION
Risks of physically capturing drones and attacking channels have been investigated by many researchers. These threat analyses and countermeasures are useful to develop shields against aerial attackers. Then the next natural target of attack is the controller, especially given that most drone applications will require some degree of autonomy. However, there has not been much consideration about the security of controller itself. If the secret keys of controllers are stolen, the whole system can become governed by malicious attackers.
The framework shown in this paper, where controllers do not need to keep the secret keys used to encrypt messages onboard the drone by utilizing homomorphic authenticated encryption, has several advantages. It secures the controller itself, and prevents from eavesdropping and forgery attacks. Furthermore, no need to worry about duplicate, lost, or stolen keys improves scalability and facilitates large-scale deployments. Furthermore, the fact that there is no unencrypted part in the controller enhances portability of the software and makes it flexible in various platforms and user environments, as well as offering protection when acquired by an adversary.
VIII. AVAILABILITY
Experimental flight video is also available at https://goo.gl/QT786p 
